Folklore and Fable in the Sudan
Two kinds of being are mentioned by Crowfoot (Sudan
Notes and Records II.) as believed to inhabit the !Xile.
Of these the banat el hur seem to be less than jinn and more
akin to our mermaids : the " angels of the river " to be
more than jinn and more like to the orthodox angels.
In general, the Jinn inhabit the deserts, deserted build-
ings and empty houses, outbuildings and privies. A lemon
in the house will keep them away ; whistling, which is
therefore ill-omened, may call them up. Like the angels
they may be visible to animals while invisible to man.
A tradition records that the Prophet said, " whenever you
hear the braying of an ass, seek protection with God from
Satan because it will have seen a devil ; and whenever
you hear the crowing of a cock ask God for his favour
because it will have seen an angel." Incidentally, the
Islamic bar on pictures relates to the angels, being based
on a tradition that the angels will not enter a house con-
taining a dog or a picture.
Much of the prayer ritual is said to be connected with
the necessity of keeping at bay these ghostly enemies.
Dr. Zwemer puts forward the theory that ablution was
to free the worshipper not from bodily but from demoniac
and supernatural pollution. It is suggested that the
practice of the Prophet in passing his hands outside his
sandals to cleanse his feet shows that the object was not
to cleanse bodily impurity but to ward ofi demons, The
need of spreading wide the fingers in the prayer, especially
with the left hand, and in the takhlil or washing of hands
to prevent demons from lurking between the fingers, is
given as a further instance of the same thing; and the
danger of the occupation of the body during sleep is shown
by the tradition, " If any of you wakens up from sleep,
then let him blow his nose three times. For the devil
spends the night in a man's nostrils.'*
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